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Outsider: Tourism, Migration and Exile
Exhibition

What: Outsider Exhibition
When: October 4 - October 31, 2008 9am - 5pm M-F
Opening Reception October 4, 2008 3pm - 5pm
Closing party October 31, 2008 8pm - 10pm

Where: SFAI
How Much: Free

In tandem with the Santa Fe Art Institute’s current season, Outsider: Tourism, Migration and Exile, we are
hosting an exhibition of work from many of the artists invited to the SFAI this year for lectures and work-
shops. They include Andrea Robbins and Max Becher, Alfredo Jaar, Fazal Sheikh, Armando Espinosa
and Craig Johnson, Chrissie Orr, and Guy Tillim. Additionally, we will show work created in some of
our many outstanding youth education programs. The exhibition will run from Saturday, October 4
through Friday, October 31, 2008. There will be an opening reception Saturday, October 4 from 3pm -
5pm and a closing party on Friday, October 31 from 8pm - 10pm. Guests are invited to come to the
closing party dressed as their favorite “Outsider.”

The OUTSIDER theme examines the movement of peoples, ideas and art as a result of three primary con-
temporary forces: tourism, migration and exile. In each of these situations the person moving is essen-
tially an outsider who engages with the culture of habitation in a way that is distinctly different from that
of the members of the dominant culture.

The artist can take the viewer to places and situations that would otherwise be inaccessible, opening
doors and minds to the realities of human movement in contemporary society in all its many forms.

Borderlines Youth Project -- An SFAI Youth Education Program
It is natural for teenagers to question: they challenge the status quo and push boundaries as a part of
their journey into adulthood. This questioning is automatic for them, and yet, as adults we often do not
understand what they are struggling against, as the borders and boundaries have become so familiar to
us we often cease to see them. This is why young people are so vital to social and political discourse –
they can help us break down barriers simply by pointing them out. In summer 2008, photographer
Pricilla Bertucci and poet Amaryllis DeJesus Moleski worked intensely with a group of six teenagers to
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bring into written and visual form their thoughts and ideas about borders they see in themselves and the
world around them. The result is a series of stunning digital prints, which we hope will help viewers
understand the struggle as teens perceive it.

El Otro Lado Youth Project
Local public artist, and SFAI 2008 Visiting Artist, Chrissie Orr has been working with a diverse, intergen-
erational array of people to explore personal and political struggles with borders, migration, and human
rights. This project, El Otro Lado: The Other Side, began in January 2008 as a Santa Fe Art Institute
project as part of the Outsider: Tourism, Migration and Exile series. SFAI was soon joined by the
Academy for the Love of Learning and the City of Santa Fe Arts Commission in support of this project.

In June, July, and August Chrissie Orr lead a group of seven teenagers through a series of workshops at
SFAI. The group worked hard, inspired by the knowledge that they were making work not only for per-
sonal exploration but also for public exhibition as part of a larger project, El Otro Lado. Combining visu-
al artwork and writing into digital images, each student created four full color panels describing their
personal journeys: for some students their journeys crossed international borders, and for others they told
of finding their way within the walls of Santa Fe. The students not only created these images but also
recorded audio versions of their stories with sound artist Pablo Ancona. The audio pieces (available by
phone through phone numbers listed on the work) allow you to listen to these young people tell their sto-
ries in English or Spanish, in their own voices, and invite you to leave a response.

The El Otro Lado images (and contact for the audio pieces) will be exhibited in two places - on the out-
side of the SFAI during the OUTSIDER exhibition, and the Santa Fe Trails city busses!

For more information about this exhibition or the OUTSIDER season please contact Michelle Laflamme-
Childs at mchilds@sfai.org or Gabe Gomez at ggomez@sfai.org or call (505) 424-5050.

This exhibition partially funded by the city of Santa Fe Arts Commission and the 1% Lodgers' Tax and by
New Mexico Arts, a division of the Department of Cultural Affairs.
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